WATER     UNDER     THE     BRIDGES
that I could only invite some four hundred people, which entailed
a selection which was invidious and undesirable. By the time every-
body had arrived, the rooms were so packed that I was nearly standing
in the street myseE
I remember one incident at that party which amused me. Sir
George Grahame, who had been so long in Paris and was afterwards
Ambassador in Belgium and Spain and who happened to be in Buenos
Aires at the time'of the party, came up to me at the end of it and said,
"You are very foolish to provide such good champagne at a rout of
this kind; it is good enough to give your guests at any dinner-party."
It was actually a Veuve Clicquot, but of no specified year, which I used
to get direct from Rheims and, since Ambassadors pay no duties, cost
me just under three shillings a bottle! Admittedly it was very good
and lavishly supplied, but unless I had professed to be a teetotaller,
I could not well have given my guests anything cheaper to drink.
I had hardly given that party when the King's sister, Princess
Victoria, died, and we went into mourning for some weeks. That
period was barely over when King George himself died, which meant
Court mourning for six months, and by the time that was over there
was the royal crisis of 1936 and the abdication of King Edward VIII.
I had consequently no inclination or opportunity for official or large
parties so long as I was in Buenos Aires, and one result of this was that
Argentina was the only post I had at which I was able to save a little
money on my entertainment allowance.
I had gone to Patagonia with Lord Allenby to fish in the Traful
River when the tragic news of the death of the King reached us.
Thanks to the civility of the Argentina authorities and the courtesy
of the British Railways, I was able to lose no time in getting back to
the capital (a two-days' journey) and making all arrangements for the
memorial service. The Anglican pro-Cathedral would have been far
too small for this purpose, so we held it at the St George's Hall, in
which we managed to find places for nearly three thousand people.
The President of the Republic, General Justo, and all his Cabinet
attended the service, as well as the Diplomatic Corps, and of course
the British colony in a body. There was only one untoward incident
and, as it had been foreseen, it was literally a mere flash in the pan.
One of the national industries of the Argentine is photography, which
can be and was out there pushed to unseemly extremes. I had
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